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Blipped-Controlled Aliasing in Parallel Imaging for
Simultaneous Multislice Echo Planar Imaging With
Reduced g-Factor Penalty

Kawin Setsompop,1,2* Borjan A. Gagoski,3 Jonathan R. Polimeni,1,2 Thomas Witzel,1,4

Van J. Wedeen,1,2,4 and Lawrence L. Wald1,2,4

Simultaneous multislice Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) acquisition
using parallel imaging can decrease the acquisition time for
diffusion imaging and allow full-brain, high-resolution func-
tional MRI (fMRI) acquisitions at a reduced repetition time
(TR). However, the unaliasing of simultaneously acquired,
closely spaced slices can be difficult, leading to a high g-fac-
tor penalty. We introduce a method to create interslice image
shifts in the phase encoding direction to increase the dis-
tance between aliasing pixels. The shift between the slices is
induced using sign- and amplitude-modulated slice-select
gradient blips simultaneous with the EPI phase encoding
blips. This achieves the desired shifts but avoids an undesired
‘‘tilted voxel’’ blurring artifact associated with previous meth-
ods. We validate the method in 33 slice-accelerated spin-
echo and gradient-echo EPI at 3 T and 7 T using 32-channel
radio frequency (RF) coil brain arrays. The Monte-Carlo simu-
lated average g-factor penalty of the 3-fold slice-accelerated
acquisition with interslice shifts is <1% at 3 T (compared with
32% without slice shift). Combining 33 slice acceleration with
23 inplane acceleration, the g-factor penalty becomes 19% at
3 T and 10% at 7 T (compared with 41% and 23% without
slice shift). We demonstrate the potential of the method for
accelerating diffusion imaging by comparing the fiber orienta-
tion uncertainty, where the 3-fold faster acquisition showed
no noticeable degradation. Magn Reson Med 67:1210–1224,
2012. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Diffusion-weighted imaging and functional MRI (fMRI)
are widely used to study the structure and function of
the brain. These studies typically rely on rapid, single-

shot two-dimensional (2D) Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) ac-
quisition methods. However, for high-resolution imaging
where a large number of slices are needed to cover the
brain, a long repetition time (TR) is required. This ren-
ders the method inefficient compared with 3D encoding
methods (1). Conventional accelerated 2D parallel imag-
ing approaches (2–4) can greatly increase the speed of
the EPI encoding by eliminating phase encoding steps.
Although beneficial for other reasons, this does not
translate to a significant reduction in TR or acquisition
time, as diffusion and fMRI sequences contain large,
fixed time blocks that cannot be shortened, such as the
time for diffusion encoding or the time to a suitable echo
time (TE) for T2* contrast.

In comparison, accelerating the data acquisition using
the simultaneous acquisition of multiple slices can be
very effective as it directly reduces the amount of time
needed to acquire a fixed number of slices. For example,
if three imaging slices are acquired per shot instead of
one, the total acquisition time decreases directly by a
factor of 3. When TR > T1, e.g., if full-brain coverage is
required at high resolution, then the acquisition can
maintain a nearly fully relaxed equilibrium magnetiza-
tion even for 3� acceleration. Furthermore, unlike stand-
ard parallel imaging techniques, simultaneous multislice
acquisition methods do not shorten the readout period
or omit k-space samples. Therefore, they are not subject
to a

ffiffiffiffi
R

p
penalty on SNR (where R is the acceleration fac-

tor) found in conventional parallel imaging acceleration.
Various methods have been proposed for single-shot

simultaneous multiplanar imaging including echo volu-
mar imaging and its variants (1,5–8). Multislice methods
using slice selection to excite multiple slices simultane-
ously include the ‘‘wideband’’ imaging (9–11), simultane-
ous echo refocusing (SER) (12) sometimes referred to as
simultaneous image refocused (13) and parallel image
reconstruction based multislice imaging (14–17). How-
ever, each of these methods has limitations. Echo volu-
mar imaging and its variants offer the advantages of true
Fourier-encoded 3D single-shot imaging, but are limited
by susceptibility distortions in the slowly encoded
k-space direction as well as the difficulty performing the
entire 3D trajectory within the T2* decay time. Thus,
echo volumar imaging requires significant parallel imag-
ing acceleration to begin to overcome these issues (8).
The wideband technique applies a slice gradient (Gz)
during the readout gradient (Gx) to separate the slices in
frequency. While presenting a simple way to disentangle
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the slice information, the simultaneous readout and slice
gradients cause an undesirable ‘‘voxel tilting’’ effect
whereby the readout and slice direction are no longer or-
thogonal. A simple calculation shows that for standard re-
solution and field of view (FOV) (e.g., 2 mm isotropic and
20 cm) and with 4 cm slice gaps between simultaneously
excited slices, voxel tilting artifact would cause signal from
the top of each voxel to shift horizontally�2.5 voxels to one
side and the bottom of the voxel to shift �2.5 voxels in the
other direction. Thus, the signal from each voxel is smeared
over 6 voxels (see Eqs. 6 and 8 in Ref. 16). SER or simultane-
ous image refocused uses serial excitation of the imaging sli-
ces followed by a shared EPI readout. A readout gradient
blip between the excitation of the first and second slice
time-shifts the location of the gradient echo in the readout
for the spins in the first slice. This allows the two slices to
be separated by simply separating the first and second half
of each readout. But the procedure necessarily lengthens the
readout period and thus the total echo train length, increas-
ing susceptibility associated image distortion in EPI.

A second class of simultaneous multislice methods
uses parallel imaging concepts to unalias the pixels from
slices excited and encoded simultaneously (14). Unfortu-
nately the aliased slices are generally close to each other
due to a comparatively smaller FOV in the slice direc-
tion. For example, a 60 slice 2-mm isotropic acquisition
with 3� multislice acceleration would require unaliasing
pixels 4 cm apart in the slice direction. This pixel sepa-
ration is equivalent to that of a conventional parallel
imaging reconstruction for a brain image with a 20-cm
FOVinplane and R ¼ 5 acceleration. The short distances
between aliased pixels place a high demand on the spa-
tial variations in the coil sensitivities and result in
unaliasing artifacts and a high g-factor penalty. Parallel
imaging based methods have recently been combined
with the SER method to extend the number of simultane-
ous slices (18,19) and this approach has been recently
explored for fMRI and diffusion applications (19).

Modifications to the multislice parallel imaging tech-
nique have been proposed to mitigate the high g-factor
issue. The ‘‘controlled aliasing in parallel imaging results
in higher acceleration’’ (CAIPIRINHA) technique (15)
introduces an inplane image shift between the simulta-
neously acquired slices to increase the distance between
aliasing voxels and thereby make them easier to separate.
For the conventional FLASH acquisitions for which the
method was demonstrated, this is achieved by using a dif-
ferent radio frequency (RF) pulse for every other k-space
line. The multiband pulse modulates the phase of the
magnetization excited in the individual slices for each k-
space line. For example, alternating the phase of every
other k-space line’s excitation by p will result in a spatial
shift of FOV/2 in the phase-encoded (PE) direction for
that slice. Unfortunately, this technique is not applicable
to EPI where all the PE lines are read out after a single RF
excitation. An alternative approach, suitable to EPI, was
proposed on the basis of the wideband method (10,16). In
the first method (10), the wideband technique is not used
as the principal method of separating the aliased slices,
but is used to assist the parallel imaging method by intro-
ducing relative inplane shifts in the readout direction
between the simultaneously acquired slices (by applying

a constant slice-select gradient during the readout). In the
second method (16), a shift in the PE direction is also
applied to introduce further distance between aliasing
pixels. The shift in the PE direction is achieved by apply-
ing Gz blips simultaneous with the EPI phase encoding
blips. In either case, the information from the parallel ac-
quisition is used to dealias the slices and the CAIPIRI-
NHA-style relative image shifts are used to reduce the g-
factor. Because the shift is not used to fully separate the
slices, it can be smaller than the whole FOV shift that is
normally used in the wideband method—which reduces,
but does not eliminate, the voxel tilting artifact that
results from having the slice gradient and encoding gradi-
ent on simultaneously. For example, applying Gz gradient
blips simultaneously with the EPI phase encoding blips
just translates the tilted voxel problem into the PE direc-
tion since now the phase encoding is tilted into the slice
direction. With such technique, even with a small shift
(e.g., 15% of the FOV), the voxel tilting artifact is non-
negligible and the g-factor reduction is limited (16).

In this study, we extend the method of Nunes et al. (16)
by introducing a technique termed as ‘‘blipped-CAIPI,’’
which can be used in EPI to achieve spatial shifts in the
PE direction between simultaneously excited slices but
without the voxel tilt problem. This allows for unre-
stricted application of image shifts in the PE direction to
gain the maximal benefit in g-factor reduction. We show
that the method introduces negligible loss of signal or
blurring compared with the wideband or blipped-wide-
band methods. We estimate the resulting g-factor using
measured noise–covariance information and a Monte-
Carlo pseudo-multiple replicate time-series analysis and
demonstrate 3� simultaneous multislice acquisitions in
gradient recalled echo (GRE)- and SE-EPI sequences. We
also combine the method with R ¼ 2 inplane GRAPPA
and/or a 2� SER excitation. The combination with the
SER method achieved six slices per single-shot (echo
train) in a GE-EPI acquisition.

THEORY

A brief explanation of the wideband approach and its asso-
ciated tilted voxel artifact is provided in the context of
achieving an interslice image shift in the EPI PE direction,
i.e., blipped-wideband (16). The blipped-CAIPI scheme
will then be introduced as a modification to the blipped-
wideband approach to remove the tilted voxel artifact. The
basic method of imparting a FOV/2 shift in the PE direction
will be described using an example of a two simultaneously
excited slices, one of which is at isocenter, as shown in Fig.
1a. However, a similar analysis applies to cases at off-iso-
center locations and to cases with differing numbers of si-
multaneous slices and interslice image shifts.

The blipped-wideband gradient scheme is shown in
Fig. 1b (left). A train of constant gradient blips in the
slice-select direction (Gz) is applied simultaneously with
the conventional Gy PE blips of the EPI readout (not
shown) to create an interslice image shift in the PE direc-
tion for the off-isocenter slice (slice 2 at location zgap).
The amount of the shift depends on the distance of the
slice from isocenter and the area of the blips. For a FOV/
2 interslice image shift, gAblipzgap ¼ p, where
Ablip ¼ R

blip Gzdt is the area of each blip. Thus, each Gz
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blip imparts a p phase increment to the spins located at
the center of slice 2, resulting in a FOV/2 image shift rel-
ative to slice 1. There is no shift for the isocenter slice.

The voxel tilting artifact associated with this technique
arises from the finite thickness, Dz, of the slices. Each Gz

blip introduces a 6d phase variation across the slice,
where d ¼ gAblip

Dz
2 . This causes through-plane intravoxel

dephasing and hence signal attenuation by an attenua-
tion factor aðz0;NyÞ ¼ 1

Dz

R Dz=2
�dDz=2 e

�ihðz0;ky Þdz0. Here y(z0,Ny)
is the phase of the signal as a function of the offset, z0,
from slice center, and as a function of the integer index,
Ny, indexing the ky phase encode line. With a train of Gz

blips, the phase variation accumulates with each blip.
The prewind blip, shown in Fig. 1b (with area Aprewind),
starts the EPI readout with linear phase relationship
across the slice given by yprewind ¼ cAprewindz

0 with the
value of Aprewind chosen to ensure minimum through-
plane dephasing for the ky ¼ 0 lines (Aprewind ¼
�cAblipNTOT/2, where NTOT is the total number of ky
lines). After n blips, hðz0;nÞ ¼ hprewind � gnAblipz

0.
A diagram of the undesirable additional phase at the

edges of each slice is shown in Fig. 1b. Figure 1c shows
the phase variation y(z0,Ny) within the slices as a func-
tion of ky line. At the beginning of the readout, the slope
of this phase is negative due to the large negative pre-
winding Gz lobe. It then increases monotonically due to
the Gz blips, exhibiting a zero value at the center ky line.
The corresponding signal attenuation plot is shown in
the same panel, with zero attenuation at k-space center
and large attenuation at the edge of k-space. Finally, the
spatial point-spread function resulting from this k-space

filter is plotted in Fig. 1d. The top plot was obtained by
applying an inverse Fourier transform (along ky) to an
magnetic resonance (MR) signal with the phase profile as
shown in Fig. 1c. This plot illustrates the undesirable
voxel tilting artifact (where the point-spread function at
different z0 locations is shifted by a different amount).
The bottom plot shows the overall spatial point-spread
function created by integrating the signal along the slice
direction (the same plot can be obtain by taking the
inverse Fourier transform of the attenuation plot in Fig.
1c). Here, we assume a homogeneous signal through the
slice. The blurring artifact can be very significant. For
example, for acquisition with FOVinplane ¼ 20 cm, slice
thickness ¼ 2 mm, and slice gap of 4 cm, a FOV/2 shift
via the blipped-wideband approach would cause signal
from one voxel to smear over �3.5 voxels.

The blipped-CAIPI technique aims to achieve the same
interslice image shift as the blipped-wideband technique
but without the undesirable blurring/tilting artifact. This
is achieved by modifying the Gz blips so that they impart
the desired phase modulation along ky without causing
significant phase accrual over the EPI readout. The dia-
grams on the right part of Fig. 1b–d illustrate this phase-
cycling method. Figure 1b shows the phase-cycled Gz

blips which now exhibit a sign reversal on every other
PE line. Furthermore, the prewinding lobe has also been
replaced by a smaller balancing blip (shown in red), of
area Aprewind ¼ �Ablip/2. As shown on the same panel,
the corresponding phase evolution at the center of the
top slice still exhibits the desired p phase increment.
However, because of the sign modulation of the Gz blips,
the incremental phases at the slice edges no longer
accrue over the readout. Rather, they switch back and
forth between two small amplitude states—with the Apre-

wind chosen to balance these states so they are center on
zero. Figure 1c shows the phase variation within the
excited slices which now switches back and forth
between two opposing states, 6d/2, with the same mag-
nitude of variation. Thus, hðz0;NyÞ ¼ ð�1ÞNyþ1gAblipz

0=2.
Therefore, the amount of signal attenuation is the same for
all ky lines—resulting in a flat attenuation plot as shown
and no filtering effect, and thus a preserved spatial point-
spread function. Figure 1d shows the resulting spatial
point-spread function which is an ideal delta function for
all z positions within the slice but with some FOV/2
ghosting resulting from the phase differences between
even and odd lines. The ghost within each slice varies lin-
early as a function of z (i.e., it is symmetric and of oppos-
ing sign at 6z). Assuming no variation in the underlying
signal within the slice, the ghosting will cancel for the
summed signal along the slice direction. In reality, some
minor through-slice signal variation is always present.
However, for practical levels of through-plane signal vari-
ation, this does not appear to result in significant ghost ar-
tifact. For example, consider a rather extreme case where
the MR signal has a 90� linear phase variation through the
slice. The resulting ghost artifact from the FOV/2 inter-
slice shift is only 1% for an acquisition with FOVinplane ¼
20 cm, slice thickness ¼ 2 mm, and a 4-cm spacing
between simultaneously excited slices.

The scheme presented in Fig. 1 illustrates the blipped-
CAIPI technique for a special case where one of the

FIG. 1. A description of the blipped-wideband and blipped-CAIPI
methods for creating FOV/2 interslice image shift between two

simultaneously excited sliced (the bottom slice at isocenter) and
the source of the blurring artifact (tilted voxel) of the blipped-wide-
band method. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,

which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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excited slices is at the isocenter position. Figure 2 also
shows the case where neither slice is at isocenter (case
2; orange slices in Fig. 2a) as well as the case described
above where one of the slices is at isocenter (case 1; red
slices). Again, the phase vectors in Fig. 2b represent the
signal phase of even and odd k-space lines for each slice.
Here, only the slice center is considered (as the through-
slice phase variation is unchanged from before). For the
nonisocenter case, an application of a single positive Gz

blip adds p þ f and f phase at the slice center for the
top and bottom slice, respectively, with f ¼ gAblipzoffset,
where zoffset is the offset of the bottom slice from isocen-
ter and again, gAblipzgap¼ p. The prewind blip is half the
area of the Gz blip and acts to symmetrize the phase of
the even and odd ky lines around zero by adding -f/2 to
the bottom slice and –(p þ f)/2 to the top slice. The
phase at slice center of the even and odd ky lines are as
shown in Fig. 2b. As can be seen, the even and odd ky
lines no longer have the same phase for the bottom slice
or an exact p phase difference for the top slice. This
leads to an N/2 PE ghost even for the infinitely thin slice
condition. We address this by adding þf/2 phase to
even ky lines and -f/2 phase to odd ky lines before
reconstruction. The key observation is that the phase
error is the same in both the bottom and top slices,
allowing it to be corrected with a simple phase shift to
even and odd k-space lines. With this observation, we

see that the analysis generalizes to cases where more sli-
ces are simultaneously excited and to the case where
FOV/3 or FOV/4 shifts are desired, in which case the ky
line dependent correction cycles in periods of three or
four lines rather than in a period of two lines.

Figure 3 shows the blip schemes and phase diagrams
depicting the relative phase between the excited slices
for spins at the slice center for various types of interslice
shifts (FOV/3, FOV/4 in addition to the FOV/2 shift).
The FOV/2 diagram shows the blip pattern and resulting
phase of the even and odd lines, which produces a FOV/
2 shift for every other slice. This pattern is clearly useful
for two simultaneously excited slices, but can also be
used for three simultaneously excited slices. In this case,
the shifts would be 0, FOV/2 and 0 for the three slices.
Thus, a z variation in coil sensitivity patterns is needed to
unalias the first and third slices. For a coil without a z var-
iation in coil sensitivity patterns (elements distributed in
x and y only), it is desirable to give each slice a unique
shift relative to the bottom slice. For example, if three sli-
ces are simultaneously excited, then the shifts might be 0,
FOV/3, and 2FOV/3. The aliased pixels are then always
separated in y. This scheme is shown in the FOV/3 dia-
gram shown in Fig. 3. Similarly, the FOV/4 shifts are use-
ful when four slices are excited and no z variation is pres-
ent in the coil array, or if five slices are simultaneously
excited and the array has some z variation.

Figure 3 also shows the extra phase accrued at the
edges of the slices. Because of periodic rewinding of the
gradient moment in blipped-CAIPI, no significant phase
accrual is allowed to build up over the EPI readout.

FIG. 2. Generalization of the blipped-CAIPI 2-slice FOV/2 shift
method to the case where neither slice is at isocenter. a: Case 1,

where one slice at isocenter (red), and case 2, the general case
with neither slice at isocenter (orange). b: The phase at the slice
center for the two cases. The resultant slice phases for case 2 are

not as desired, which leads to an N/2 PE ghost even for the infin-
itely thin slice condition. This problem can be resolved by adding

þf/2 phase to even ky lines and -f/2 phase to odd ky lines before
reconstruction. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue,
which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 3. Generalization of the blipped-CAIPI method to FOV/3 and
FOV/4 shifts between successive slices. Each panel shows: top, Gz

gradient scheme; bottom, corresponding phase diagrams between

excited slices and at slice edges of blipped-CAIPI acquisition for
various interslice image shifts. [Color figure can be viewed in the
online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Furthermore with the balancing blip in place, the phase
states are always centered on the zero phase position.
For the FOV/2 shift this was shown to result in complete
cancellation of the image ghost when the signal is uni-
formly distributed through the slice. For other shift fac-
tors, the balancing blip reduces the ghost artifact but
does not eliminate it. Nonetheless, the ghost level is neg-
ligible for typical acquisitions.

As the phase per millimeter imparted by the blip
scheme depends on the distance between simultaneously
excited slices (e.g. two simultaneously excited slices
must receive a p relative phase shift for a FOV/2 shift),
the phase incurred across the slice is dependent on the
ratio of the slice thickness to the distance between
simultaneously excited slices. To assess this effect, we
analyze a nearly worst-case example. We assess the ghost
level for the somewhat extreme case where a FOV/3 shift
is applied to an acquisition with a slice thickness of 2
mm and a 6-mm spacing between simultaneously excited
slices. A small distance between simultaneously excited
slices is potentially useful for cardiac imaging where
FOVz is small. This resulted in a delta point-spread
function with ghosting artifacts at �6FOV/6 locations.
When the balancing blip was used in the acquisition, the
resulting ghost level was modeled to be 0.6% and the
delta response signal level was found to be 98.5% of the
expected (ideal) value when no through-slice signal vari-
ation was present. By contrast, the ghost level without
the balancing blip was 2.2% and the delta response was
96.4%. We also modeled the case with through-slice sig-
nal variation assuming that the signal has a 45� linear
phase variation over the slice thickness. Using the bal-
ancing blip, the ghost and signal levels were 2.3% and
96% in this case. Without the balancing blip they were
4.2% and 89%.

MATERILAS AND METHODS

Acquisitions

Blipped-CAIPI was implemented in both SE-EPI and
GRE-EPI sequences to assess the technique for both dif-
fusion-weighted imaging and fMRI. All acquisitions were
obtained from healthy subjects after obtaining informed
consent using an institutionally approved protocol. Imag-
ing was performed using Siemens scanners (Siemens
Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany) equipped with 32-chan-
nel head array coils. The 3T acquisitions used a Siemens
whole-body TIM Trio scanner and the commercial 32-
channel head array coil and the 7T acquisitions used a
7T Siemens whole-body system equipped with AC84
head gradients (80 mT/m maximum gradient strength
and 400 T/m/s maximum slew rate). A custom-built 32-
channel RF head array was used for reception, and a cus-
tom-built detunable band-pass birdcage coil for transmit
(20).

The SE-EPI diffusion-weighted imaging was performed
with a twice-refocused sequence (21,22) using either
conventional single-slice imaging or a 3� slice-acceler-
ated simultaneous multislice acquisition. No inplane
acceleration was used. Imaging parameters were resolu-
tion ¼ 2 mm isotropic; FOV ¼ 208 � 208 � 120 mm;
partial Fourier ¼ 6/8; bandwidth ¼ 1658 Hz, b ¼ 1000 s/

mm2, 64 directions, one b ¼ 0 image, 60 � 2 mm slices,
and TE ¼ 96 ms. For the conventional acquisition, TR ¼
9 s and the total acquisition time (Tacq) was 9.75 min.
For the simultaneous multislice acquisition, three slices
separated by 4 cm were simultaneously excited with an
FOV/2 shift applied to the middle slice (i.e., the scheme
depicted in Fig. 3a). The 3� slice-accelerated sequence
resulted in TR ¼ 3 s and Tacq ¼ 3.25 min.

A GRE-EPI sequence with 1 mm isotropic spatial reso-
lution was acquired at 7 T to illustrate the potential ben-
efit of blipped-CAIPI technique for high-resolution fMRI.
The 3� slice-accelerated simultaneous multislice acqui-
sition allowed the whole-brain acquisition (120 slices)
with a TR of 2.88 s. For this acquisition, 2� inplane
acceleration was used to reduce EPI image distortion.
Imaging parameters were resolution ¼ 1 mm isotropic,
FOV ¼ 200 � 200 � 120 mm, partial Fourier ¼ 6/8, TR/
TE ¼ 2.88 s/24 ms, effective echo spacing ¼ 0.32 ms,
bandwidth ¼ 1786 Hz, 120 1 mm slices, and flip angle ¼
80� (approximately the Ernst angle). The simultaneous
multislice acquisition used three simultaneously excited
slices separated by 4 cm. Because of the 2� inplane
acceleration, an intraslice image shift of FOV/4 was used
to prevent voxels with same inplane (x, y) locations of
adjacent image slices from overlapping. This was
achieved by applying the FOV/2 blipped-CAIPI Gz train
to the reduced FOV acquisition.

In addition to these acquisitions, the blipped-CAIPI
method was also demonstrated in combination with SER
technique to achieve six slices per shot in a 3-T GRE-EPI
acquisition. This acquisition used R ¼ 3 blipped-CAIPI to-
gether with SER to achieve an extra 2� slice acceleration
factor. An R ¼ 2 inplane acceleration was used to counter-
act the lengthened echo-spacing produced by the SER
method. The SER method increased the echo spacing by
�50%, yielding a net �25% improvement in susceptibility
induced distortion given the R ¼ 2 inplane acceleration.
The parameters for the acquisition were resolution ¼ 2 mm
isotropic, FOV ¼ 208 � 208 � 120 mm, partial Fourier ¼ 6/
8, bandwidth ¼ 1093 Hz, TR/TE ¼ 0.77 s/33 ms, effective
echo-spacing ¼ 0.525 ms, 60 2 mm slices, and flip angle ¼
50� (approximately the Ernst angle). A FOV/4 intraslice
image shift was used because of the inplane acceleration.

To perform simultaneous multislice excitation, con-
ventional slice-selective RF pulses were frequency
modulated and summed. The variable-rate selective exci-
tation (VERSE) method (11) was used to reduce the peak
RF voltage and thus the SAR of the excitation pulses.
Bloch simulation was used to assess the slice selection
performance of the multislice RF pulses in comparison
with the standard RF pulses normally used by the sys-
tem. To compensate for the degradation in the slice
selection profile at off-resonance frequencies due to
VERSE, the time bandwidth product was increased com-
pared with the conventional pulses. The VERSEed multi-
slice RF pulse was deemed acceptable when (i) the root
mean square error of the excited slice profile was
approximately equal to or less than that of the standard
RF pulse over an off-resonance frequency range of 650
Hz, (ii) the sequence would run without exceeding the
SAR threshold, and (iii) the pulse duration was below
5.5 ms.
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For the SE-EPI acquisitions, the pulses were designed
using the shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) algorithm (10). The
VERSE method was applied more heavily to the 180�

pulses. For the 90� excitation, the time bandwidth prod-
uct, VERSE factor, and pulse-length were 6, 3�, and 4.8
ms, respectively. For the 180� refocusing pulses, these pa-
rameters were 6, 6�, and 5.38 ms, respectively. The nor-
malized root mean square error from the ideal profile
(normalized by the area under the ideal profile) for the
90–180–180� sequence was 17.6% at 0 Hz and 28.5% at
650 Hz off-resonance for our designed RF pulses. This
was an improvement over the standard RF pulse train
(27.4% and 32.1% for spins off resonant by 0 Hz and 50
Hz). For the GRE-EPI acquisitions, modulated Hanning-
windowed sinc pulses were used with a time bandwidth
product, VERSE factor and pulse-length of 6, 3�, and 4.8
ms for both the 3-T blipped þ SER acquisition and the 7-
T acquisition. For the GRE-EPI, the normalized root mean
square error of the slice profile was 20.7% for on resonant
spins and 27% for 650 Hz off-resonance spins. The nor-
malized root mean square error of the standard pulses
was 23% and 26%. For the blipped þ SER acquisition,
the pulse duration reported here represents the duration
of each subpulse in the two SER excitations module.

Reconstruction and SNR Quantification

The SENSE algorithm (3) can be directly adapted for si-
multaneous multislice imaging acquisition (14,15). On
the other hand, direct application of the GRAPPA
method is less straightforward and previous applications
of GRAPPA to slice-aliased data have used a SENSE/
GRAPPA combination method (23). Although the
method works well for standard multislice acquisitions,
direct application of this method causes significant alias-
ing artifact in multislice acquisitions with interslice
image shifts. To overcome this issue, we developed an
alternative k-space based parallel imaging approach for
multislice imaging, which we term slice-GRAPPA. In
brief, the slice-GRAPPA algorithm fits a GRAPPA-like
kernel to each slice of a prescan calibration dataset
acquired one slice at a time and then applies these ker-
nels to estimate the k-space data of each individual
imaging slice from the collapsed slices. Thus, for the 3-
fold slice-accelerated acquisition, three separate sets of
GRAPPA kernels were fitted and applied, one for each
imaging slice. The issues in applying SENSE/GRAPPA to
CAIPIRINHA shifted slices and the slice-GRAPPA algo-
rithm are described in detail in Appendix.

For the acquisitions with both inplane and slice accel-
eration, the reconstructions were performed in sequential
steps: first the slice-GRAPPA was applied to separate the
aliased slices, then conventional GRAPPA was used to
generate the missing k-space lines for the inplane under-
sampled slices. For acquisitions at 3 T, the reconstructed
images from the individual coil channels were combined
using the root sum-of-square method. For acquisition at
7 T where the coil channels are more prone to coupling,
a coil noise–covariance-weighted root sum-of-square
method was applied to improve SNR.

As with any parallel imaging method, simultaneous
multislice technique brings with it nonuniformity in

noise enhancement which complicates the interpretation
of the statistical analysis of fMRI activation and diffusion
imaging. The SNR performance of the simultaneous mul-
tislice technique was calculated using the pseudo-multi-
ple replica method (24) and compared with the SNR of
the unaccelerated acquisition also assessed with the
pseudo-multiple replica method. We start by applying
the pseudo-multiple replica method to fully slice-
sampled data (also with no inplane acceleration). The
signal level was taken as the average image signal in a
20 image time-series taken from this fully sampled data
(one slice per EPI readout), which was taken to be a
‘‘noise-free’’ estimate of the signal. Noise was added to
each of these images by drawing from the noise distribu-
tion defined by the measured noise–covariance matrix.
The SNR is then assessed by computing the mean value
of each pixel in the 1000 image pseudo-time-series of the
coil-combined images and dividing by its calculated
standard deviation over the pseudo-time-series.

For the slice-accelerated case (but without inplane
acceleration), the pseudo-time-series of k-space data was
formed by aliasing the slice data with or without spatial
shifts before adding the noise. In both cases, the appro-
priate slice-GRAPPA kernel was fit and applied to the
pseudo-time-series. For the slice-accelerated case with
inplane acceleration, the signal model was derived from
the time average of 20 images acquired with conven-
tional (R ¼ 2) inplane acceleration and GRAPPA recon-
struction (and no-slice acceleration). This was done to
ensure that the object shape in all models contained
identical B0 distortions.

The ratio between SNR maps of the slice-accelerated
and conventional acquisitions allowed us to create a
map of the ‘‘SNR retained’’ by the image reconstruction.
In general, the SNR retained is 1=g

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Rinplane

p
and for case

of no inplane acceleration, the SNR retained is just 1/g.
Thus, for all acquisitions, we plot the 1/g maps as deter-
mined by the SNR retained calculation. The g-factor cal-
culations were obtained for simultaneous multislice ac-
quisition both with and without interslice image shift to
assess the effect of CAIPIRINHA shifts. Values for 1/gave
were obtained from a brainlike region of interest (ROI).

Nonaccelerated and 3� slice-accelerated diffusion-
weighted imaging acquisitions were compared using
qualitative and quantitative metrics from FSL (25). First,
tensor-derived, directionally encoded color maps for
both datasets were generated and compared. Further-
more, bedpost (26) was used to estimate samples from
the posterior probability density function of the principal
and crossing fiber orientations of both acquisitions.
These estimated samples of the probability density func-
tions were used to calculate and map the 95% uncer-
tainty angle for the first and second fiber orientations.

RESULTS

Figure 4a shows the results of the 3� slice-accelerated
blipped-CAIPIRINHA SE-EPI acquisition, including
views of an unaliased 3D stack of slices and the corre-
sponding unaliased slice group. Figure 4b shows the
blipped-CAIPI aliased slice and the corresponding g-fac-
tor maps. Figure 4c shows the same information for the
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nonblipped acquisition. The 1/g average 6 standard
deviation in the brain region was 0.997 6 0.08 for the
blipped-CAIPI and 0.68 6 0.14 for nonblipped simulta-
neous multislice method indicating an average SNR
improvement of 47%. Furthermore, the blipped-CAIPI
acquisition reduced the peak g-factor penalty (taken from
the peak g-factor after smoothing the g-maps with a 5 �
5 voxel square kernel) by more than a factor of 2 (1/gpeak
of 0.84 vs. 0.41) and thereby provided an SNR improve-
ment of >100% in the high noise enhancement region.
For this acquisition, the blipped-wideband technique
(16) would have produced a voxel tilting artifact of �3.5
voxels.

Figure 5 shows the diffusion orientation color-coded
fractional anisotropy maps for conventional nonacceler-

ated slices and a blipped-CAIPI 3� slice-accelerated
acquisition. Figure 5 also shows maps of the 95% uncer-
tainty angle for the estimation of the principal (fiber 1)
and crossing (fiber 2) fiber orientations for the two acquis-
itions. As expected, the uncertainty of the principal fiber
orientation is low in white matter. Furthermore, the
uncertainty of the estimates of the secondary crossing
fiber (where determined to exist) are low in putative
crossing fiber regions such as the anterior region of the
corona radiata (indicated by white arrows). These metrics
show nearly identical uncertainties for the nonacceler-
ated and accelerated acquisitions despite the 3� shorter
acquisition time of the simultaneous multislice method.

Figure 6 shows a whole-brain 7 T GRE-EPI acquisition
at 1 mm isotropic resolution which utilized 3� slice and

FIG. 4. Results from 3� slice-accel-
erated SE-EPI acquisition with FOV/2
interslice shift. a: Unfolded images of

the unaliased 3D volume; left: coro-
nal and sagittal views and right: axial

views of an unaliased slice group.
b: Left: aliased image of blipped-
CAIPI slices. Right: the correspond-

ing Monte-Carlo generated retained
SNR maps of the unfolded slices.

c: Aliased slice group and 1/g maps
for 3� slice-accelerated acquisition
without interslice shift. With blipped-

CAIPI interslice shift, SNR retention
is close to 100% in all locations,

whereas for the acquisition without
the shift the SNR retention drops to
as low as 50% in some areas of the

image. [Color figure can be viewed in
the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 5. Diffusion imaging results
from a conventional unacceler-

ated acquisition (top row) and
3� slice-accelerated acquisition

with FOV/2 interslice shift (bot-
tom row). Left: directionally
encoded diffusion color maps;

right: maps of the 95% uncer-
tainty angle for estimate of the

principal (fiber 1) and crossing
(fiber 2) fiber orientations. [Color
figure can be viewed in the

online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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2� inplane acceleration. The top panel displays the coro-
nal, sagittal, and transverse views of a single recon-
structed volume acquired at a TR of 2.88 s using the
blipped-CAIPI method. The bottom panel shows the cor-
responding 1/g-factor map for a representative slice
group. The 1/gave in the brain region was 0.90 6 0.06 for
the blipped-CAIPI and 0.77 6 0.08 for nonblipped simul-
taneous multislice method indicating an average SNR
improvement of 17%. Peak 1/g was reduced from 0.57
vs. 0.8 by the blip scheme suggesting an SNR improve-
ment 40% in these high noise enhancement regions.

Figure 7 shows the results of the 2-mm isotropic reso-
lution GRE-EPI acquired with six slices per shot (i.e., 3�
slices unaliased with the blipped-CAIPI parallel imaging
method and 2� slices separated with the SER method).
Thus, two groups of slices are shown marked in red and
yellow showing the two SER groups. The coronal and
sagittal views of a blipped-CAIPI unaliased slice stack
are shown with the slice locations of the six slices shar-
ing the EPI readout. Reduced contrast between gray and
white matter is observed as a result of the short TR (0.77
s). The 1/g maps of the blipped and nonblipped acquisi-
tions are shown for all six slices. The blipped-CAIPI ac-
quisition results in substantially higher average SNR,

with 1/gave ¼ 0.81 6 0.12 compared with 0.59 6 0.12 for
the nonblip case showing a 37% slice-average SNR
improvement by utilizing the blipped-CAIPIRHINA
method. Peak 1/g was reduced from 0.33 to 0.57 by the
blip scheme suggesting an SNR improvement of 73% in
these high noise enhancement regions.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduce a blipped-CAIPIRIHINA
EPI acquisition to shift the image slices of successive
simultaneously acquired slices to improve the ability of
parallel imaging to unalias the simultaneously excited
slices. The method was demonstrated for gradient- and
spin-echo EPI acquisitions and assessed using Monte-
Carlo estimated g-factor maps as well as visual compari-
sons and comparisons of the uncertainty of the principal
diffusion directions in a diffusion acquisition. The
method achieves a 3-fold reduction of TR and thus a 3-
fold reduction in the time needed to acquire a whole-
brain dataset. For the acquisitions demonstrated (and
many applications requiring a large number of slices),
the reduction of TR still maintains a TR > T1. If TR was
reduced significantly below T1 (such as the six slice
acquisition utilizing 3� simultaneous multislice and 2�
SER slice acceleration), reducing the flip angle from 90�

to the Ernst angle will improve the SNR of gradient-echo
acquisitions. For spin-echo (SE) acquisitions, SNR per
unit time is maximized for TR ¼ 1.25T1 and reductions
in TR below this are not advantageous from an SNR per-
spective. For SE-EPI, the conventional high angular reso-
lution diffusion imaging (HARDI) acquisition acquired in
10 min was obtained in just over 3 min with no appreci-
able artifact or loss in SNR. Thus, the blipped-CAIPI
method may facilitate acquisition of HARDI/Q-ball or
diffusion spectrum imaging (DSI)-based diffusion imag-
ing in a clinically relevant time frame.

For a GRE-EPI sequence suitable for fMRI acquisition,
the method was used to demonstrate whole-brain 1-mm
isotropic acquisition at a TR of less than 3 s. Finally,
blipped-CAIPI was combined with the SER technique to
achieve a rapid six slices per shot acquisition that provides
2-mm isotropic whole-brain coverage in 0.77 s, which
improves the ability to perform event-related studies (27)
and aids functional imaging experiments desiring rapid
temporal sampling of the hemodynamic response (e.g., to
better observe its initial transient onset) and/or experiments
requiring a fully Nyquist-sampled respiratory cycle.

Recently, Feinberg et al. (19) applied a combination of
the SER method with parallel imaging based methods to
separate the simultaneously acquired slices for a 6-fold
higher sampling rate in resting-state functional brain net-
works study, and demonstrated a notable 60% increase
in peak functional sensitivity. However, the multiplexed
EPI method of Feinberg et al. (19) does not attempt to
mitigate the high g-factor penalties incurred with high
acceleration factors. The proposed blipped-CAIPI method
explicitly addresses this noise enhancement by shifting
the superimposed slices with a phase ramp, thus reduc-
ing the g-factor penalty. This benefit should be espe-
cially pronounced for applications such as diffusion
imaging where thermal noise dominates.

FIG. 6. Example of 1-mm isotropic whole-brain GRE-EPI blipped-
CAIPI acquisition at 7 T with 3� slice and 2� inplane acceleration

(TR ¼ 2.88 s). a: Coronal, sagittal, and axial views of the unaliased
3D volume. b and c: Corresponding 1/g map of a representative
slice group for blipped-CAIPI and nonblipped acquisition, respec-

tively. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is
available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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To obtain an absolute SNR comparison between accel-
erated blipped-CAIPI and nonaccelerated acquisitions,
differences in TR and hence T1 recovery period need to
be accounted for. The 3� accelerated SE-EPI acquisition
used in this work has a TR of 3 s, while the nonacceler-
ated acquisition has a TR of 9 s. White matter (T1 of
�850 ms at 3 T (28)) is the main focus of diffusion imag-
ing. Therefore, the signal loss due to saturation effects in
the accelerated acquisition is �3%. With low g-factor
penalty, the SNR of the slice-accelerated acquisition is
very similar to the nonaccelerated case (despite the 3�
shorter acquisition time). This was confirmed by the
nearly identical directionally diffusion metrics of the
accelerated and nonaccelerated acquisitions in Fig. 5.
For acquisitions with even shorter TR, the saturation
effect lowers the SNR in a given acquisition, but the
SNR per unit time is still improved until TR < 1.25T1.
For GRE-EPI acquired at the Ernst angle, the SNR per
unit time (signal strength divided by

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
TR

p
) increases as

TR is reduced (29,30), until the g-factor penalty over-
comes the increasingly marginal SNR per unit time gains
as TR is brought below T1. We also note that as TR
decreases (TR < T1), an interleaved slice excitation pat-
tern become less effective at reducing saturation effects
in the overlap region of the imperfect slices. This will
result in undesirable signal loss that can be partly miti-
gated by using RF pulses with sharper slice excitation
profiles. This is less of a problem for applications such
as high-resolution fMRI and Q-ball diffusion where the
number of slices needed is high (60–120). In this case,

even with R ¼ 3 simultaneous multislice, the TR will
still be relatively high (>2 s) and the interleaves will be
separated by more than T1.

The blipped-CAIPI technique can be thought of as a
way to modify the aliasing pattern of simultaneous mul-
tislice EPI acquisition to better suit the geometry of typi-
cal receive array coils. For the 32-channel coil array used
in this work, the coil elements are approximately uni-
formly distributed around the head (with some reduction
in ability to unalias pixels aliased in the z-direction). In
such a configuration, the parallel imaging performance is
similar in all spatial directions. For a 2� slice-acceler-
ated case, it is clear that the best shift is FOV/2. Also, if
one only considers unaliasing between adjacent slices in
the 3� slice-accelerated case, the same holds. But, con-
sidering all three slices, there may be a tradeoff where a
smaller shift between slices, but one extending across all
slices, allows a better unaliasing of slices 1 and 3. For
example, a scheme where slices 1, 2, and 3 in a simulta-
neously acquired slice group have center shifts of 0,
FOV/3, and 2FOV/3 instead of the 0, FOV/2, and 0 strat-
egy used might perform better as slices 1 and 3 will have
a relative shift. In picking the optimal interslice shift for
our acquisitions, we perform g-factor performance analy-
sis for different choices of interslice shift using the
pseudo-multiple replica method (24). For our 3 T, 32-
channel acquisition with 3� slice acceleration, we tested
the g-factor performance of both FOV/2 and FOV/3 inter-
slice shift and found the performance of the FOV/2 shift
to be marginally better (1/gave of 0.997 vs. 0.96). It seems

FIG. 7. The six-slice per shot GRE-EPI

at 3 T acquired using the SER method
(2�) and 3� slice blipped-CAIPI acceler-

ation with 2� inplane GRAPPA. a: Left:
coronal and sagittal views of the
unfolded slice volume with the 2 SER

excited slice groups shown in red and
yellow. Right: the corresponding six

unaliased slices that were acquired with
the single EPI readout. b and c: The 1/g
maps of the six-slice group acquire with

the blipped-CAIPI and nonblipped acqui-
sition, respectively. Peak 1/g was
reduced from 0.33 to 0.57 by the blip

scheme resulting in a SNR improvement
of 73%. [Color figure can be viewed in

the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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that for the FOV/3 shift case, the benefit of the increased

distance between the most distant slices is out weighted

by the degradation to the center slice which is now

shifted less compared with its neighbors. We note that

the FOV/3 interslice image shift will cause a 2FOV/3

image shift differences between the top and bottom slice.

However, because of the wrap around effect, the actual

distance between the aliased pixel pairs from these two

slices will be 2FOV/3 for only 1/3 of all the voxels and

FOV/3 for the rest. Similar results were also obtained for

the 7-T acquisition with 3� slice and 2� inplane. Here,

the FOV/4 interslice shift marginally outperformed the

FOV/6 shift (1/gave of 0.9 vs. 0.87).
For a coil array with elements distributed along the x–

y plane with no z-variation, the aliased voxels need
unique x–y locations to be separable. In such case, the

largest feasible choice of interslice image shift for axial

slices is FOV/3 for a 3� simultaneous multislice acquisi-

tion. This will be the optimal choice. For sagittal and

coronal acquisitions using an array with no z-axis distri-

bution, the inplane image shift is not helpful when the

PE direction is along z. For other coil geometries, the g-

factor performance of the blipped-CAIPI acquisition with

a given interslice image shift depends on the coil geome-

try and the distance between aliasing pixels in a nontri-

vial manner. Nonetheless, the pseudo-multiple replica

method can be used to determine the ideal choice of

interslice image shift in a case by case basis.
In the blipped-CAIPI method, inplane acceleration pla-

ces a constraint on the image shift. This constraint is

required to prevent the inplane shift from overshifting

the already aliased inplane pixels so that they superim-

pose in the collapsed slices. For this reason, we used a

FOV/4 shift for Rinplane ¼ 2. This limits the maximal dis-

tances between the aliasing voxels and reduces the g-fac-
tor mitigation benefit of blipped-CAIPI. In this respect,

slice acceleration and inplane acceleration begin to com-

pete with one another. Nonetheless, good SNR perform-

ance can still be achieved—as evident in the g-factor

maps of the 3-T and 7-T GRE-EPI acquisitions with 3�
slice-GRAPPA and 2� inplane acceleration (see Figs. 6

and 7). We note that for Rinplane ¼ 2, 3, and 4, a FOV/4,

FOV/6, and FOV/8 shifts are needed, respectively. How-

ever, the blip scheme needed for these shifts is the same

as that used for a FOV/2 shift for the Rinplane ¼ 1 case.

For example, Fig. 6 shows the Rinplane ¼ 2 image with a

FOV/4 shift implemented with the same blip scheme as

the Rinplane ¼ 1 FOV/2 shift case.
The average g-factor (1/gave ¼77%; gave ¼ 1.3) of our

nonblipped 7-T Rslice � Rinplane ¼ 3 � 2 axial plane ac-
quisition agrees well with that of Moeller et al. (17).
They report an average g-factor of �1.5 in a nonblipped
coronal plane acquisition with Rslice � Rinplane ¼ 4 � 4
but with a coil configuration with more elements aiding
the acceleration (circumferentially distributed) and a
FOV in the phase encode and slice direction chosen so
the degree of aliasing was similar to what our axial ac-
quisition would experience for a 3 � 3 acceleration.

Simultaneous multislice acquisitions require the use of
simultaneous multislice RF-modulated excitation pulses,
which can lead to high SAR levels. In this work, the

VERSE algorithm was used to alleviate this issue, at a

cost of degraded slice selection profile at off-resonance

frequencies (which was in turn mitigated by increasing

the time bandwidth product). To limit slice degradation,

minimal amount of VERSEing should be use to allow the

sequence to stay within the SAR limits. It is important to

note that the SAR limits as well as the voltage require-

ment (for a given flip angle) are both patient specific.

Therefore, a sequence with a given RF pulse would be

under the SAR limits for one subject and might not be

for another. For example, the Rmultislice ¼ 3 accelerated

GRE-EPI acquisition at 7 T used in this work required a

VERSE factor of 3 to ensure sufficient SAR margin such

that this acquisition could routinely run in extended

runs for all subjects. By contrast, a VERSE factor of 2

appears to be borderline, i.e. it triggers the SAR monitor

for about half the subjects tried.
Parallel imaging based simultaneous multislice acqui-

sition provides an efficient way to dramatically acceler-

ate EPI acquisitions. The proposed blipped-CAIPI tech-

nique explicitly reduces the noise amplification incurred

by such methods, allowing dramatic scan time reduction

with very minor noise penalty. For diffusion imaging,

this enables data acquisition with an increased number

of diffusion directions and/or higher spatial resolution.

In clinical settings, the scan time reduction could facili-

tate a wider adoption of HARDI/Q-ball or DSI-based dif-

fusion imaging—techniques which provide more robust

and detailed information about the local diffusion envi-

ronment but require acquisitions that are typically too

long for many clinical applications. For fMRI acquisi-

tions, the reduction in scan time translates to an increase

temporal sampling and/or an increase in spatial cover-

age. This is particularly important for high-resolution

resting-state fMRI studies, where whole-brain acquisi-

tions are required (19).

APPENDIX: THE SLICE-GRAPPA RECONSTRUCTION

First, we briefly describe the SENSE/GRAPPA approach
previously used for unaliasing simultaneous multislice
acquisitions (23) to explain the artifact which arises
when it is applied to acquisitions with interslice image
shifts. We then show that the slice-GRAPPA method
works well for multislice acquisitions in general—with
or without interslice image shifts. For illustration, the
formalism presented describes a two-slice acquisition,
but the method is easily generalized to more simultane-
ous slices.

SENSE/GRAPPA Method

The SENSE/GRAPPA technique relies on a relationship
illustrated in Fig. A1a. The left of the figure shows a
concatenation of two imaging slices as they would
appear if acquired by conventional single-slice excita-
tion. Following Fig. A1a from left to right, the k-space
data of the concatenated slices are undersampled by 2�
and reconstructed with the inverse discrete Fourier
transform to produce the aliased multislice image. The
SENSE/GRAPPA approach exploits this relationship in
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the reverse direction. Viewing Fig. A1a from right to left,
the k-space data of the acquired aliased multislice image
are viewed as a 2� undersampled dataset. A GRAPPA
kernel trained on concatenated reference images
(acquired one slice at a time) is applied to the under-
sampled k-space data to generate the full k-space which
can be converted to an unaliased, but concatenated,
image of the slices by applying the discrete Fourier
transform operator.

The equation for the fitting or application of the
SENSE/GRAPPA kernel is given by

Ŝjðkx ; k̂y �mDk̂yÞ

¼
XL
‘¼1

XBx

bx¼�Bx

XBy

by¼�By

n
bx ;by
j;m;‘ Ŝ‘ðkx � bxDkx; k̂y � byNsliceDk̂yÞ

½A1�

where by and bky are the image and k-space coordinates of
the PE direction of the concatenated image,bSjðkx ; bky �mDbkyÞ is the estimate of the missing k-space
data of the jth coil at location mDbky away, n

bx ;by
j;m;‘ is the

GRAPPA weight coefficient at location (bx,by) in the
GRAPPA kernel for the ‘th coil used to help synthesize
the missing data of the jth coil at a k-space location
mDbkg away, and Nslice is the number of simultaneously
excited slices. Thus in image space
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½A2�

where bCjðx; byÞ is the coil sensitivity profile of the jth coil
and brðx; byÞ is the underlying image in concatenated
image space.

Utilizing the orthogonality property of the Fourier
transform to remove the integrals and canceling out com-
mon terms results in the following governing equation:

Ĉjðx; ŷÞe�imDk̂y ŷ ¼
XL
‘¼1

Ĉ‘ðx; ŷÞ

�
XBx

bx¼�Bx

XBy

bx¼�By

n
bx ;by
j;m;‘ e

i2pðbxDkxxþbyNsliceDky Þ

24 35
¼

XL
‘¼1

Ĉ‘ðx; ŷÞK̂j;m;‘ðx; ŷÞ

½A3�

FIG. A1. a: The underlying relationship in the SENSE/GRAPPA algorithm proposed by Blaimer el al. (23), where an undersampling of a
concatenated image’s k-space data results in a slice-collapsed image and, conversely, application of the GRAPPA operator to the

aliased data generates a concatenated but unaliased version of the two slices. b: Phase variations in the PE direction (y) that have to
be synthesized in order for the governing equation of the SENSE/GRAPPA algorithm to be satisfied for the nonshift (left) and shifted

(right) 2� multislice acquisitions. Shown are the desired phase variations in the concatenated image space and in the standard image
space for each of the simultaneously acquired slices. For FOV/2 shift acquisition, a discontinuity in phase exists in the desired phase
variation profile for one of the slices. This condition is difficult to satisfy with smooth coil sensitivities and small GRAPPA kernels, result-

ing in an unaliasing artifact.
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where bKj;m;‘ðx; byÞ represents the image-domain represen-
tation of the GRAPPA kernel (31). In particular,bKj;m;‘ðx; byÞ contains only relatively low-frequency modu-
lations in the concatenated image domain. Note that this
modulation repeats every FOV/Nslice along by . As the con-
catenated image contains both slices, the GRAPPA kernel
only has the ability to create common mode modulations
along y but cannot impose different phase modulations
between the imaging slices.

This governing equation (Eq. A3) is not used for fitting
or applying the GRAPPA kernel, but represents the rela-
tionship between the coil sensitivity profiles and the
GRAPPA kernel. The ability of the SENSE/GRAPPA
technique to unalias a particular collapsed image is
determined by how well the governing equation can be
satisfied for that dataset. Thus, the details of how the
phase factor eimDbkyby on the left-hand side of the govern-
ing equation varies across the concatenated and sepa-
rated images are critical in determining how well the
GRAPPA reconstruction will unalias the slices. Figure
A1b illustrates the phase roll of this ydesired ¼ mDekyby for
the two slice (m ¼ 1) acquisition. Both cases
are shown—with and without the interslice shift in the
y-direction. In the concatenated imaging space, ydesired is
a continuous linear function of by for both cases (left-
hand side plots in Fig. A1b). As a function of y in the
separated images, ydesired is shifted by p for the top slice
of the no-shift case but is still linear and continuous
(Fig. A1b, left). For the FOV/2 simultaneous multislice
acquisition (Fig. A1b, left), ydesired is continuous and
unshifted for the bottom slice, but discontinuous for the
top (FOV/2 shifted) slice. The phase shift between the
two slices is p/2 for this case. As the phase difference
between slices must be generated by the coil sensitivity
patterns (as previously mentioned, the GRAPPA kernel
only provides the common mode variation), the smaller
phase difference between slices suggests that the
GRAPPA governing equation will be more closely ful-
filled for the FOV/2 shift case.

The discontinuity in ydesired(y), however, is extremely
difficult to produce using the combination of slowly
varying coil profiles and the low-frequency modulation

in the image-domain GRAPPA operator. As a result, the
SENSE/GRAPPA technique is ill-equipped to satisfy the
GRAPPA governing equation for the FOV/2 simultaneous
multislice case. This is illustrated in Fig. A2 where the
SENSE/GRAPPA algorithm is used to unalias standard,
nonshifted multislice (top) and a FOV/2 image-shifted
multislice acquisition (bottom). Both were obtained
using a 32-channel coil array at 3 T. For standard, non-
shifted multislice acquisition, the slice separation is very
clean. By contrast, the FOV/2 image-shifted acquisition
shows significant artifact in the areas of the phase
discontinuity.

Slice-GRAPPA Method

The slice-GRAPPA algorithm is outlined in Fig. A3a.
Here, GRAPPA-like kernels are fit using data acquired
from separately excited conventional single-slice data.
The kernel sets are applied directly to the k-space data
of the collapsed images. Two sets of GRAPPA kernels
are used to generate each of the two imaging slices. The
fitting equation for the algorithm is

Sj;zðkx; kyÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

XBx

bx¼�Bx

XBy

by¼�By

n
bx ;by
j;z;‘ S‘;collapse

� ðkx � bxDkx; ky � byDkyÞ:
½A4�

Thus, each of the two kernel sets n
bx ;by
j;z;‘ (one for

each slice) is a set of 32 � 32 kernels (32 kernels to gen-
erate data for each of the 32 coil elements), Sj,z(kx,ky) is
the k-space data of the jth coil at slice location z, n

bx ;by
j;z;‘ is

the weight coefficient at location (bx,by) in the GRAPPA
kernel of the ‘th coil that is applied on the collapsed
data S‘,collapse(kx,ky) to help synthesize the missing data
of the jth coil at slice location z. Thus, unlike conven-
tional GRAPPA where the kernels operate on the
acquired k-space data to fill in missing lines, the slice-
GRAPPA kernels create entirely new set of k-space data
for each coil of a given slice.

FIG. A2. Unaliasing artifact pro-
duced by applying the SENSE/
GRAPPA method to slice-shifted

data (bottom) compared with
data acquired without the slice

shift (top). For the shifted acqui-
sition, residual aliasing artifact
can be observed corresponding

to locations of discontinuity in
the desired phase variation
(white arrows).
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Similar to the analysis performed for the SENSE/
GRAPPA algorithm, the governing equation for slice-
GRAPPA can be obtained by expanding and simplifying
the fitting equation (Eq. A4) which results in

Cj;zðx; yÞrzðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

Cl;collapseðx; yÞrcollapseðx; yÞK‘;j;zðx; yÞ

¼
XL
‘¼1

XNslice

sl¼1

C‘;slðx; yÞrslðx; yÞ
( )

K‘;j;zðx; yÞ

¼
XNslice

sl¼1

XL
‘¼1

C‘;slðx; yÞK‘;j;zðx; yÞ
( )

rslðx; yÞ

½A5�

where Cj,z(x,y) is the coil sensitivity profile of the jth coil
at slice position z and rz(x,y) is the underlying image of
slice z and rcollapse(x,y) is the underlying image in the
collapsed image. For the Nslice ¼ 2 case, this becomes

Cj;zðx; yÞrzðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;1ðx; yÞK‘;j;zðx; yÞ
( )

r1ðx; yÞ

þ
XL
‘¼1

C‘;2ðx; yÞK‘;j;zðx; yÞ
( )

r2ðx; yÞ ½A6�

Note that this governing equation, and hence the
resulting slice-GRAPPA kernels, is dependent on the
underlying images. This is in contrast to conventional
GRAPPA and has several implications if this depend-
ency is strong. For example, the same image contrast pa-
rameters must be used in the single-slice training data as
in the slice-aliased data. This is particularly problematic
for diffusion imaging where each diffusion direction
could require a distinct kernel set. Fortunately, typical
kernels fit to brain data satisfy a special case of Eq. A6,
which preserves the anatomy independence of the
GRAPPA operators. We show that under typical imaging
conditions, the governing equation simplifies to the fol-
lowing two conditions where the dependence on the
underlying image is no longer present:

Cj;zðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;zðx; yÞK‘;j:zðx; yÞ ½A7�

0 ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;slðx; yÞK‘;j;zðx; yÞ; for all sl 6¼ z ½A8�

For Nslice ¼ 2 and z ¼ 1 case, Eqs. A7 and A8 satisfy
the Eq. A6 by requiring the first term in Eq. A6 to satisfy
the equation and the second term to be zero. With these

FIG. A3. a: Schematic of the slice-
GRAPPA algorithm to obtain the k-space

data for the unaliased slices. A set of
GRAPPA kernels is applied to the k-

space data of the aliased slices to gen-
erate k-space datasets for each slice.
One kernel set is needed for each slice.

The kernels are trained from a conven-
tional fully slice-sampled dataset. b:
Tests of the validity of the simplified
governing equations of the slice-
GRAPPA algorithm in brain data. This

relationship exists between the coil sen-
sitivity profiles and GRAPPA kernel, and

should be independent of the underlying
anatomy in the image.
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conditions, the GRAPPA kernels are no longer depend-
ent on the underlying images and are similar to conven-
tional GRAPPA where the kernels are based only on the
relationships between the coil sensitivity patterns.

A simple analysis can be performed to test the validity
of Eqs. A7 and A8. We will illustrate this on a standard
two simultaneous multislice acquisition example. In this
test, the kernels used to generate the coil data for a given
slice is applied to single-slice training data. First, it is
applied to the single-slice data of the slice it was
intended to generate. If Eq. A7 holds, it should regener-
ate this slice perfectly. Second, it is applied to the sin-
gle-slice data of the slice it was not intended to generate.
If Eq. A8 holds, this generated image should be 0. The
test steps are as follows.

1. Train the GRAPPA kernels using a training dataset
(i.e., a fully sampled dataset). Here, two sets of ker-
nels are created (K‘,j,1 and K‘,j,2), one for each imag-
ing slice.

2. Test Eq. A7: Apply K‘,j,1 kernels to data from slice 1
and K‘,j,2 kernels to data from slice 2. This will
result in the following set of images:

Ij ;ð1;1Þ ðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;1ðx; yÞr1ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ

Ij;ð2;2Þðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;2ðx; yÞr2ðx; yÞK‘;j;2ðx; yÞ

where Ij;ðslkernel;slimageÞ is the image from coil jth gener-
ated by applying the GRAPPA kernel set K‘,j,slkernel

to
the data from image slice slimage. If Eq. A7 is true
then these images become

Ij;ð1;1Þðx; yÞ ¼ Cj;1ðx; yÞr1ðx; yÞ
Ij;ð2;2Þðx; yÞ ¼ Cj;2ðx; yÞr2ðx; yÞ

for all j coils. The left-hand side of Fig. A3b illus-
trates the result of this test, where the sum of square
images of slices 1 and 2 are shown before and after
the application of the GRAPPA kernel. The before
and after images appear to be near identical, con-
firming that Eq. A7 is well satisfied.

3. Test Eq. A8: Apply K‘,j,2 kernels to data from slice 1
and K‘,j,1 kernels to data from slice 2. This will
result in the following images:

Ij;ð1;2Þ ðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;2ðx; yÞr2ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ

Ij;ð2;1Þðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;1ðx; yÞr1ðx; yÞK‘;j;2ðx; yÞ
:

If Eq. A8 is true then these images should all be zeros.
The right-hand side of Fig. A3b illustrates this. Here,
the images after the application of the GRAPPA ker-
nels are scale up by 20� to show very minor intensity
deviation. Therefore, Eq. A8 is alsowell satisfied.

The intuition behind why Eqs. A7 and A8 can be
expected to hold is obtained by revisiting the original

governing equation for Nslice ¼ 2 (in Eq. A6). The govern-
ing equation for slice 1 is

Cj;1ðx; yÞr1ðx; yÞ ¼
XL
‘¼1

C‘;1ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ
( )

r1ðx; yÞ

þ
XL
‘¼1

C‘;2ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ
( )

r2ðx; yÞ:

For the second term to be non-zero, the factorPL
‘¼1 C‘;2ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ

n o
needs to approximate

Cj,1(x,y)q1(x,y)/q2(x,y). In general, the ratio of two slices,
q1(x,y)/q2(x,y), is not smooth and contains high-fre-
quency components which cannot be well approximated
by the GRAPPA kernels and coil sensitivity profiles. It is
simpler for the fitting process to makePL

‘¼1 C‘;2ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ
n o

fit a spatial constant (e.g.,

zero). Therefore, in the kernel fitting process, it is con-
siderably easier to form GRAPPA kernels which makePL

‘¼1 C‘;2ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ
n o

¼ 0 and thus satisfy the con-

ditions of Eq. A8. Once Eq. A8 is satisfied, the governing

equation reduces to Cj;1ðx; yÞ ¼
PL

‘¼1 C‘;1ðx; yÞK‘;j;1ðx; yÞ,
exactly that required by Eq. A7.

This same analysis holds for the cases of simultaneous
multislice acquisition with interslice image shift. In such
cases, the only modification to the governing equation is
that the coil sensitivities and underlying images of the
different slices are now shifted relative to one another.
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